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. \ :':c,r:ition. The method involves preprocessing 
' :. ::o rrelating relatively long records of the 

.... ~ ,):l,e of geophone arrays to ambient acoustic 
: . ': ': ,' . The resultant correlograms can then be 
. :: .. '~d as conventional seismic data, stacked, "< : cd, and displayed. It has been shown theo
:'.:.j :dl~' nnd demonstrated experimentally with a 
;:::.·.I le· electricnl analog, that, for unit surface 
~ .. ·: .·,· ti \·ity, ·one side of the autocorrelation of 
r':", rds p~od\l ced by vertically upward traveling 
"·. \~S is equi"alent 10 the reflection response to 
.. :.:, sDward traye!ing plane-wave sourc!,! at the 
_' :-:.,.' : ;? I'ield experiments \vere conducted to 
... ,,';'; the quality of these sourceless seismograms 
. ~. '.· !l m:to- and cross-correlograms) in an opel'at
::.': c·n,,·jroument. During these test~ we encoun
' ";':' .~ significan t, inte rferences from surface-waye 
..... ', '."',. ;nd local incoherent noise sources, Some 
. ; ' '': ,~:11 sections acqli.ired in these field tests will 

..... . -;:-.3~n tell. :l:1d cper~ t ing experience and pos-
:l;:;plicCltion oi the technique will be discltssed. 
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.> : ~n ,-'Chich they were measured. Many of 
'" ··' I· :i.: !.'S " COlTPhted weii with electrical re-

" . :', ';,,' and SF logs whereas others did not. In 
c'::': in:5tnncc- , the chnr:lcter of the temperature 
c i :! ;; ( nt-depth log indicated that the location of a 

:;,.", tlar hori7.0o deduceJ from the resislil'ity log 
i he·r·n mispicked by nearly 100 m. Subsequent 

,:k'~ eXllmio~!tion of the resistivity logs con
,1:-;:l·:·d the mislocution of t.he horizon, 

Lin!i!'l!ions of StancIllI'd Refraction Interpretation 
JL t!;od., in the Absence of Well-Defined Lrly ers 
f" ,d (che n l' elacities Vary in all Directions 

TB0:.\! CAL\'~AUGH AND 
D.\\'ID 1\'1. STEWART 

Prr;scnt methods of seismic refraction interprc
t:nirm, such as those developed by Siolnick, Tar
rant. Hflles, Barthe!mes, and \Vyrobek, are based 
on a minimum of three assumptions: (1) The 
tWo -dimensional expression of Snell's Law is 
g:~r.r'ra lly useful; (2) all refraction takes place in 
th ,~ u=rtieal plane below the shot line; ancl (3) the 
(·arth consists of layers. These assumptions are 
:l,Jequa te in most cases but arc not applicable in 
~rf:1 , underbin by massive heterogenous units 
swh as solution weathered carbonates, microfrac
lured basalts, allu vium, saprolite, or glacial cle
po"its. ,\ltempts to usc any of these graphica l 
Or ma thematical methods to obtain details of 

refractions in an inhomogeneous m edium can re
sult in fictitious results and the promulgation of 
misi.nform::;.tion. When velocities vary greatly in 
all directions, it is necessary to use Snell's law 
in three dimensions because, in the absence of 
simple layers, refraction raniaths deviate con
siderably from the vertical plane. In this study, 
computer models were used to trace rays through 
heterogeneous media and ' generate respective 
time-distance graphs. Subsequent application of 
standard techniques to these 'graphs demonst.rates 
the great difference between the true situation and 
results ealculated when the data from a non
layered medium ' are forced into a lavered inter-
pretation model. " . 

Amplitudes of Seismic Events and Their De
pendence Upon the Absorplion-Du,persion Pairs 
of the Media . 

C. CROWE AND K. A. ALHILALI 
Partitioning of normally incident plane wayes 

at the boundary ' belween lossy media depends 
on the density and the absorption-dispersion pair 
on each side of the boundary. For a given model 
of energy loss, the velocity and absorption co
efficient (the absorption-dispersion pair) are speci
fied, and are frequency dependent. A contrast 
between the absorption dispersion pairs of the 
media can be attributed either to different pa
rameters in the same model or to two different 
models. For a gi,'en contrast between the pairs, 
th e magnitude and frequency dependence of the 
:'efieet ion coefficient and phase change can be 
,!alculated. 

Available laboratory and field data were com
;Jared with the magnitude and frequency depen
de nee of velocity, absorption coefficient, loga
rithmic decrement (or Q), reflection coefficient, 
and phase change, predicted for se\'eral models of 
the media. To test an absorption-clispersion pair, 
a tcst of any two of the parameters velocity (v) , 
absorption coefficient (a), and logarithmic decre
ment (ci) is sufficient, because Ii is a function of a 

and v, Complete experimental data, particularly 
for lithologies with different pore fillers, ure 
scarce. In spite of this, and some dis.crepancies, 
the "\.verbukh-Futterman model appears to de
scribe best the dyn:lmic b ehavior of rocks at 
seismic frequencies. 

The Anrbukh-Futtel'man model, for example, 
predicts that [\ contrast be tween the ' absorption
dispersion pair on each side of a boundary can 
lead to an appreciable increase in the reflection 
coefficient o\'er the perfectly elastic case and can 
introcluce significant variations of amplitude with 
frequ f'ncy. 

New Ch!lllellgl's for Geophysicists 
J.-C . DE BREMAECKER AND 
:\1. H. HOUSTON, JR. 

Geophysicist:;; can now sol ve many problems of 
great importance to the oil inclustry , e.g., diffusion 
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